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ALMOST EVERYWHERE CONVERGENCE
OF VILENKIN-FOURIER SERIES OF Hx FUNCTIONS

WO-SANG YOUNG

(Communicated by J. Marshall Ash)

Abstract. In [5] Ladhawala and Pankratz proved that if / is in dyadic H1 ,

then any lacunary sequence of partial sums of the Walsh-Fourier series of /

converges a.e. We generalize their theorem to Vilenkin-Fourier series. In ob-

taining this result, we prove a vector-valued inequality for the partial sums of

Vilenkin-Fourier series.

1. Introduction

Let G = rj/^o Zp be the countable direct product of cyclic groups of or-

der p{, where {/>,}J>0 is a sequence of integers with pi > 2, and p be the

Haar measure on G normalized by p(G) = 1. G can be identified with the

unit interval (0,1) in the following manner. Set m0 = 1 , mk = Yl¡~0 P¡,

k = 1,2, ... .   We associate with each {x¡} € G, 0 < x¡ < p¡, the point

Yl™oxim7+i e (0,1). If we disregard the countable set of p;-rationals, this

mapping is one-one, onto, and measure-preserving.

For x = {x;} e G, let <f>k{x) = exp(2nixk/pk), k = 0,1, ... . We consider

all finite products {xn} of {(pk} , enumerated according to a scheme of Paley.

We express each nonnegative integer « as a finite sum n = Yl'k'=oakmk > w^tn

0 < ak < pk , and define xn = IlkLo 4>'lk ■ The functions {x„} are the characters

of G, and they form a complete orthonormal system on G. For the case /?, = 2,

i = 0,1,... ,G is the dyadic group, {4>k} are the Rademacher functions, and

{xn} are the Walsh functions. In general, the system (G,{xn}) is a realization

of the Vilenkin systems studied in [7].

We consider the Fourier series with respect to {x„} ■ For f e L (G), let

SJ(x)= [ f(t)J2Xj(x-t)dp(t),        «=1,2,...,
Jg j=0
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be the nth partial sum of the Vilenkin-Fourier series of /.   We define H

in terms of the mkXh partial sums Sm f, which are special for the Vilenkin-

Fourier series. Let {Gk} be a sequence of subgroups of G defined by

k—l oo

Go = G>       Gk = U{°}xIlZpl>       k=l,2,...,
1=0 /=*

and S^ be the tr-algebra generated by the cosets of Gk . On the interval (0,1),

atoms of 9~k are intervals of the form (jmk   , {j + l)mk  ), j — 0,1, ... , mk -

1. We note that {J^} is an increasing sequence of cr-algebras. Since Sm f is

the average of / over the cosets of Gk (see, e.g. [8, p. 312]), {Sm f,&~k} is a

martingale.

For / e L\G), let f = sup,>0 \SmJ\ and

1/2

k=-\

where Sm ,/ = 0.

Applying Davis' result for martingales [1], we know that there exist positive

constants c and C (independent of the orders {/?(}) suchthat

(1.1) c\\S(f)\\x<\\f\\x<C\\S(f)\\x.

We say that / e HX{G) if S{f) e Ll(G), or, equivalently, f* e Û{G), and

we write

\\f\\„,=\\S(f)\\y
Our definition of H (G) is a special case of the definition of H for martingales

given by Garsia [3]. For other definitions of H (G), see [2] and [6].

We have the following theorem concerning the a.e. convergence of Vilenkin-

Fourier series of functions in H](G).

Theorem 1. Let f e H (G) and let {nk}k>0 be a sequence of positive integers

such that mk< nk < mk+l, k = 0,1, ... . Then, as k -4 oo, Sn f(x) '-* f(x)

for a.e. x e G.

For the case where G is the dyadic group, the theorem is proved by Lad-

hawala and Pankratz [5]. If f e LP(G), 1 < p < oo, then f* e LP(G)

by Doob's inequality. Hence LP(G) c H (G). Even for the case where

f e LP(G), 1 < p < oo, our result is new if the orders of the cyclic groups are

unbounded, i.e. supj pt. = oo. For the bounded case, sup( pi < oo, Gosselin

[4] showed that if f e LP(G), 1 < p < oo, the full sequence of partial sums

{Snf} converges a.e. to /.

To prove Theorem 1, we shall show that, for any sequence {nk} with mk <

nk < mk+x , k = 0,1, ... , we have

(1.2) pixeG: sup\Sf(x)\>y\<Cy-l\\f\\w,
k>0       "
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where y > 0, f e H (G), and C is an absolute constant independent of the

orders {pt}. Since Sm f converges to / in the H norm, Theorem 1 will

then follow by the usual density argument.

We shall obtain (1.2) as a consequence of a vector-valued inequality concern-

ing the partial sums of Vilenkin-Fourier series.

Theorem 2. There exist constants C and C such that, for any sequence {f¡}

of functions in L (G) and any sequence of positive integers {n¡},

(1.3)
1/2

p\xeG:  (XX/zWI

\ 1/2

> y ) < c y
-1

,/=0

Ei//i2
1/2

v/=0

y>o,

(1.4) EiV/i
,/=o

<C„ A'"Em
w=o

1 < p < 00.

The constants C and C   are independent of the orders {p¡} of the cyclic groups.

In what follows, C will denote an absolute constant, which may vary from

line to line.

2.  A DECOMPOSITION LEMMA

To prove Theorem 2, we use a Calderón-Zygmund type decomposition lem-

ma. This lemma is a modified version of the one given in [8; Lemma 2, p. 314].

We shall describe it on the interval (0,1).

Lemma 3. Let y > 0 and {//}/>0 be a sequence of functions on G such that
11/1

\\(J2i\fi\ ) Hi ^ y ■ Let {atk}ik>o be a double sequence of integers with 0<

a¡k<pk. Then there are sequences of functions {g/}/>0, {¿/}/>0 on G anda

collection %? = {a> } of disjoint intervals such that

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

fl = gl + bl,       I = 0,1, ..

(Els/12)   ^Cy ae-

D*/i
1/2

<c Ewr
1/2

w = i)wk,
k=0

where each a> e Wk is measurable with respect to ^k+x, and is a proper subset

of a coset of Gk .

(2.5) b,(x) = o if x i a = \Jojj,     i = o,i,...
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For each 1 = 0,1,

(2.6)
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/   b¡ dp = 0   for every cOj eW, and
J tOi

[ bt<f>ak,k dp = 0    for every cojeWk, k = 0,l, ... .
J(Oj

(2J)  fw  (EI^/I2)      dp<cj   ¡TW2)      d»   M every cOjeW.

(2.8) £]<"(%) ^y Ei//i2
1/2

Proof. We apply the decomposition in [8] (see proof of Lemma 2, pp. 314-

315) to the function (J2¡ \f\ ) to obtain a collection £P = {co } of disjoint

intervals with the properties that

(^ .<^/w(EI/,|2)I/2^^3, Wy€

(2.10) El/îwi2
1/2

< v,    for a.e. x £ Q,

and that W = U£i0 ^ , where {ffk} satisfies (2.4). The first inequality of (2.9)

then implies (2.8).

Next, we decompose f¡ = g¡ + b¡, I = 0,1, ... , with

f//(*) if* ££2,

^ '
where a,. . , fy, . are constants chosen in such a way that

[ fdp= [ (alkj + b!kj(pka'k)dp,
JCJi Jffl,

and

/ fl4>Tdp=\ {alkj + blkj<trk^)4>Tdp.

Then b¡ = g¡ - f satisfies (2.5) and (2.6). Also, it follows from the proof of

(25) in [8, pp. 315-317] that

lár'(x)l - ~pJto~) L l//l dß'    xec0j' oi>
ß{Mj) Jm>

Hence, by Minkowski's inequality for integrals, we have

m<-ikL{™1/2

dp, x ecOj, Wj e

This inequality, together with (2.9) and (2.10), implies (2.2), (2.3) and (2.7).    D
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3. Proof of Theorem 2

We shall prove (1.3). The case p = 2 of ( 1.4) is a consequence of Plancherel's

formula. For 1 <p < 2, (1.4) follows from (1.3) and the case p = 2 by the

vector-valued Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem. The case 2 < p < oo then

follows by a duality argument.

Instead of proving (1.3), we shall prove an equivalent inequality involving

the modified partial sums {S*nf} . For / e Ll(G), let

S;f = XnSn(fxn),        « = 1,2,....

(For the properties of S*nf, see [8, pp. 313-314].) (1.3) is equivalent to

1/2

(3.1)      plxeG:    Etö//(*)f       > V \ < Cy
j=o

Eirf
1/2

,/=0

where y > 0, {/;} is any sequence of functions in L (G), and {n¡} is any

sequence of positive integers.
1    1 II

To prove (3.1), we can assume \\(H2¡ |/| ) ' ||, < y . For each / = 0,1, ... ,

decompose fl as in Lemma 3. Since

(3.2)

^|(ei^i2)1/2>^}

s /» I (e i5«>/i2)   > w2 I + ̂ I (e i<*/ij   > y/* I.
(3.1) will be proved if we can show that each term on the right is bounded by

Cy-'lKE/Wl2)1'2!],.
Using Plancherel's formula, we obtain

ft E\SW
1/2

> y 12 ) < Cy

<Cy

<Cy

Y.K,si\
< i

Ei^/i:

Ei//i2

1/2

1/2

1/2

by (2.2) and (2.3).

To estimate the second term in (3.2), we use the following notation. Let

o)j e &k+x, with tOj contained in the coset I of Gk . We consider / as a

circle and let a>* denote the interval inside / which contains to. at its center
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with p{co*) = 2>p{cOj). Let Q* = IJ, w) . Then, by (2.8),

/z(r2*)<3^M^)<3y- E1//I2
1/2

Therefore, it suffices to prove

(3.3)    p I x i Ci* :  ÍJ2 |S„>/WN     > yß \ < Cy Eitf
1/2

To do this, we express S* b¡ in terms of the conjugate functions. Let / e

Ll(G). For x e {xk} e G, I = x + Gk, define

2 P(I) J¡n{xkitk]

If ni — YlT=oaikmk ' Q — aik < Pk ' i* *s shown in [8, pp. 313-314] that

-ñj .

OO p

t=oß^l> Jln{xk=th}

OO1 1       c

k=0
oc

1      f

12-¿ml       *i(')<Mo
A:=0

+ 'E^rrt(^)^(MDw
k=0
oo

i'E^/W-
fc=0

For x <£ Q* , (2.5) and (2.6) imply that the first three terms on the right

vanish. (See the explanation below (29) on p. 317 in [8].) Thus, it follows

from Minkowski's inequality that, for x ^ Q.*,

EtfA'X)

1/2 oo

^E
k=0

EwvOwi2
l'/2

+ E
k=0 I  I

Eimwi3
1/2

(3.3) will be proved if we show

(3.4) *
*=o

<Cy"

EWvCx*

< \ 1/2

Ei//i2

1/2

>y/4
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and

(3.5)

/Jx¿Q*:£ EW/Wi2
n 1/2

>y/4
k=0 L   /

1/2

iEwrJ
We shall demonstrate (3.4). (3.5) can be proved similarly.

Suppose x <£ Q* and I = x + Gk . Again it follows from (2.5) and (2.6)

that

^(VDw = ̂    E   / *,wcw

í^-^-cotí7^-^
p* p*

i//z(0,

where f7 = {/^}A:>0 is any fixed point in co.. (See the proof below (32) on p.

138 in [8].) By Minkowski's inequality for integrals, we have

1/2

<
1      1

2p(I) £   /- r ...   ^G?   J (Û

E i*/(o
1 1/2

■k "

Thus, for any coset I of Gk , Fubini's theorem gives

f*{xk-tk)\    _t ( n{xk - t[)nix, - t
cot I —±-^    _ cot

Pk
dp(t).

L/rvn*

<

Ei^VDwi2
1/2

dp(x)

E i*/(o
1 1/2

/
cot *(*fc - '*; - cot

'n{xk-t{)

Pk       J \

Since, for t e co , a simple computation gives

— /" cot

we have

/

Pk

n 1/2

cot

dp{x)dp(t).

dp(x) < C,

1/2

Ewwr'«« m 2

L   /
d^c   E   / (ei*/I2)   ^

*c   E   / ÍEi^i2)'7 rf/»,
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by (2.7). Therefore

plxe-tf: £
k=o i i

Ei*w*4)(*)r

<Cy
OO n

k=oJcSi'

1/2

>y/4

n 1/2
£*tt\|2Ei*W?*)i C7/¿

iCy^EE I   Ei//i2    to
k=Omje% m' V /        /

< Cy
-i

1/2

EW:

This establishes (3.4), and hence completes the proof of Theorem 2.

4. Proof of Theorem 1

It suffices to prove (1.2).  Let / G Hl(G) and fk = Smi J- SmJ, k --

f + S■mkJ

mk+r mk-

0,1, .... For mk < nk < mk+x, SnJ = SmJ + SnJk . Hence, for y > 0,

p J sup \S f\ > y 1 < p I sup \S   f\ > y/21 + J sup \S  fk\ > y/21.
[k>0 J [k>0 J ^i:>0        k J

By (1.1),

p   sup|5   /| > y/2    < 2y-\\f\\x < Cy~l\u
k>0

From (1.3) of Theorem 2,

1/2

ß i jg¡ \snjk\ >y/2\ïp\\E \snJk\)   > yß

< Cy'
\ 1/2

Ei/J
Kk=0

<Cy~ //>•

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
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